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Abstract. A finite-elementmodel(FEM) incorporatingge-

observed

ologic properties characteristic of a subduction zone is compared with FEMs approximating homogeneouselastic half-

generating displacement Green's functions, allowing for heterogeneous material property distributions, require half-

spaces(HEHS)sto investigatethe effectof heterogeneity
on

spaceboundaryconditions[Duet al., 1997;Savage,1998].

coseismicand postseismic deformation predictions for the
1995 Colima-Jalisco M•o=8.0 earthquake. The FEMs are
used to compute a coefficient matrix relating displacements
at observation points due to unit dislocations of contactnode pairs on the fault surface. The Green's function responsesare used to solve the inverse problem of estimating dislocation distributions from coseismicGPS displacements. Predictions from the FEM with heterogeneousmaterial properties, loaded with either of the HEHS dislocation
distributions, significantly overestimate coseismicdisplacements. Postseismicdeformation predictions are also sensitive to the coseismicdislocation distribution, which drives
poroelastic and viscoelastic relaxation. FEM-generated
Green's functions, which allow for spatial variations in material properties, are thus preferable to those that assume a
simple HEHS becausethe latter leads to dislocation distributions unsuitable for predicting the postseismicresponse.

Using the 1995 Colima-Jalisco earthquake as an example, we compute FEM-generated Green's functions for both
drained and undrained HEHS models and for a system with
spatially varying material properties characteristic of a sub-
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duction

coseismic

zone.

deformation.

Dislocation

Alternative

distributions

methods

are estimated

for

from

inversion of GPS displacements. We then estimate coseismic
and postseismicdeformation prediction errors introduced by
homogeneousmaterial property assumptions and the sensitivity to drained versus undrained conditions.

The 9 October 1995 (M•o=8.0) Colima-Jaliscoearthquake, which ruptured the Rivera-North American plate

subductioninterface(Figure1), wasthe first significantrupture

of the Middle

America

trench

northwest

of the Man-

zanillotroughsincethe 3 June 1932 (M•0=8.2) and 18 June
1932 (M•o-7.8) earthquakes[Singhet al., 1985]. Inversions,
with HEHS model assumptions, of 3-D coseismicdisplacements from 11 nearby GPS sites suggest that the seismic
moment release was concentrated in two regions, one near
the northwest edge of the Manzanillo trough and the other

80-120 km farther northwest[Melbourneet al., 1997; Hutton et al., 2001],in accordwith seismologic
results[Mendoza
pable of simulating tectonic deformation during all phases and Hartzell, 1999].
Three-dimensional
finite-elementmodels(FEM)s are ca-

of the seismic cycle because they allow for heterogeneous
material property distributions, complicated boundary condition and loading specifications,and contact surface inter- Assumptions and Techniques' FEM
actions. These models require a dislocation source to drive
FEMs in this study were constructed with ABAQUS
the coseismicresponseand the subsequentporoelastic and [HKS, Inc., 2000],a commercialfinite-elementcodethat alviscoelastic
relaxation.
lows for poroelastic and viscoelastic material properties and
Analytical solutionsto compute Green's functions for dis- contact surface interactions. A three-dimensional
FEM was

placementdue to a dislocationare readily available[Okada, designed to simulate the subduction zone along the Mid1992]. These solutions,which include homogeneous
elas- dle Americatrench (Figure2). The 28-km-thickcontinental
tic half-space(HEHS) assumptions,are often used in in- crust [Pardoand Sudrez,1995]of the North Americanplate

verse methods

to solve for dislocation

distributions

based on

consistsof a 16-km-thick poroelastic upper crust overlying
a 12-km-thick

•Now with RaytheonITSS Corporation,USGS/EROS Data
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linear

viscoelastic

lower

crust.

The

oceanic

crust of the Rivera plate is assumedto be 6 km thick. Poroelastic effectsare neglectedin the oceaniccrust becausethey
are poorly constrained by the lack of offshoreGPS displacements. The upper mantle extends from the base of the crust
in both plates to a depth of about 200 km and is treated as
an elastic material. Zero displacement is specified along the
lateral boundaries and base of the problem domain. The top
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Table 1. Weighted Least-SquaresMisfit.
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layers respectively. The bulk hydraulic diffusivity of the up-

percrustis 10-2m2-s
-x [NurandWalder,1992;Masterlark,
2000]andthe lowercrustviscosity
is 5x10XSpa.s
[Master-

Pacific
Ocean
1 O0

200

300

400

lark, 2000]. We use typical elastic propertiesfor oceanic
crustand mantlerock [Turcotteand Schubert,1982].
The fault is a convex, deformable contact surface divided into subfaults that measure 20x10 km along-strike

east, km
Figure 1. CoseismichorizontalGPS displacementsfor the 1995
(Mw--8.0) Colima-Jaliscoearthquake.The rupture surfaceinter-

and down-diprespectively[Hutton et al., 2001]. Contact-

node pairs are located at the center of each patch and along
the top edge of the fault patches that intersect the free sursects the Middle America trench and dips to the northeast. The
dashed rectangle is the surface projection of the rupture. Preface. The two lithospheric plates are welded together along
dictions from Gc loaded with SA significantly overestimate the
the down-dip and along-strike extensionsof the seismogenic
deformation magnitudes of the coastal sites. GGSA and Gcsc
portion of the interface. Initial stressand fluid-pressureconare described in the text.
ditions are geostatic.
The three mechanical systems considered are FEMA:
drained
HEHS, FEMB: undrained HEHS, and FEMc: a
of the problem domain is an elastic free surface. The boundheterogeneous
material property distribution and poroelaries of the poroelastic upper crust are no-flow surfaces.
astic
upper
crust.
For the two HEHS models, upper crust
Parameters chosenare as follows: poroelastic and drained
material
properties
are specified throughout the system.
elasticpropertiesfor WesterlyGranite[ Wang,2000]are used
Drained
conditions
imply
fluid-pressure does not change, a
for the poroelastic upper crust and viscoelastic lower crust
condition assumed in the vast majority of studies of active
faults including previous solutions for dislocation distribu-

loceanic
crust

uppercrustI

tions of the 1995 Colima-Jalscoearthquake[Melbourneet
al., 1997;Mendozaand Hartzell, 1999;Hutton et al., 2001].
Undrained conditions exist in the poroelastic upper crust
immediately after a sudden dislocation because stress is
transferred throughout the system much faster than fluids

can flow [Wang,2000].

contact surface
E

lower crust

The forward solution for displacementsdue to a dislocation distribution in an elastic material is a linear system of
equationsG s = d for an a priori fault geometry, where G
is the matrix of displacement Green's functions, s is a vector of dislocations for contact-node pairs, and d is a vector

of displacements.Symbolically,the coefficientGij is a displacement component at location j due to a unit dislocation
of contact-node pair i. For the case of the 1995 Colima-

Jaliscoearthquake,we considerreverse-slip
only [Melbourne
et al., 1997;Hutton et al., 2001].
We inverted the 11 measured 3-D coseismicdisplacements

fromHutton et al. [2001]to obtainthe mixed-determined
solution for s using damped least-squaresmethods. A weighting matrix is applied to the data vector to account for uncertainties. Models FEMA, FEMB, and FEMc generate
G•, GB, and Gc, which are used to obtain dislocation distributions s•, sB, and sc respectively. The weighted least-
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squaresmisfits,X2, from the three modelsare similar to
thosedeterminedby Hutton et al. [2001](Table 1).
Dislocation magnitudes determined for an undrained maFigure

2. FEM configuration,FEMc.

The problem domain

is tessellated into 24,750 three-dimensional elements. The expanded •70 km-thick portion of the near-field region displays
the heterogeneous material property distribution and subduction
zone geometry.

terial

will be lower than for a drained

material

because un-

drained material properties are stiffer than their drained

counterparts. The heterogeneous
model (FEMc),

which

simulatesslip along the deformable interface between oceanic
and continental crust, is the stiffest of the three caseswe con-
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Figure 3. Nethorizontal
(a-c)andvertical(d-f)postseismic
displacements
fiveyearsafterthe1995earthquake
predicted
byFEMc
for dislocation
sourcesc. Surfaceprojectionof the fault (rectangle),GPSsites(dots),andcoastline
areshownfor reference.
Vectors

in (a-c)arepredicted
displacements.
(a) and(d) Combined
poroelastic
andviscoelastic
relaxation.
(b) and(e)Poroelastic
relaxation.
(c) and(f) Viscoelastic
relaxation.
Poroelastic
deformation
occurs
mostly
offshore.
Deformation
fromviscoelastic
relaxation
extends
significantlyfurther inland.

sidered due to the undrained upper crust and oceanic crust

and mantle properties. Predicted seismicmomentsare 6.9,

deformationpredictions[Eberhart-Phillipsand Stuart, 1992;
Wald and Graves,2001].

6.7, and6.5x102øN-m
for sA,SB,andsc respectively,
near
the mid-point of seismologicestimates.

Results
Coseismic

Predictions

There are substantial differences between coseismic pre-

Postseismic

Predictions

The coseismicresponseof the model to the dislocation
load representsthe initial conditions for the postseismic
model. Fluid-pressurein the upper crust and shear stress
in the lower crust, initiated by fault slip, drive poroelastic
and viscoelastic relaxation. For a time step of 5 years after

dictionsfromFEMc, loadedwith sc (the appropriateload) the earthquake,which allowsfor both poroelasticand visand either sA (Figure 1) or sB. Predictionsfrom both coelastic relaxation contributions, FEMc loaded with sc
s• and s• but using the coefficient matrix Gc overesti- predicts a horizontal displacementpattern of convergence
mate displacements
for the coastalGPS sitesby as muchas toward the rupture and subsidencenearly everywhereon250 ram, much more than the "06 mm displacementuncer- shore(Figure 3).
Differencesbetweenpostseismichorizontal displacements
tainty. Weightedleast-squares
misfitsfromthesetwo models
are more than an order of magnitude larger than for dis- predictedby FEMc, loadedwith sc versuss•, can be more
placements
predictedby sc and usingGc (Table 1). These than an order of magnitude greater than typical uncertainAlthoughdifferences
differencesare expectedbasedon the inconsistencybetween ties (-06 ram) in GPS displacements.
the model used to obtain the dislocation distribution and
in vertical predictionsare similar in magnitude, the unthe one usedto predict the displacements.Thesedifferences certainties in vertical GPS displacementsare much higher
in postseismic
preare alsofoundin previousstudiesthat usednumericalmeth- ("015ram). The root-mean-squared-error
ods to estimate the importance of heterogeneityon coseismic dictions, with respectto FEMc loaded with sc, for loca-
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ober 1995 Mw-8.0 Colima-Jalisco Earthquake, Mexico, from
tions correspondingto the 11 GPS sites is 6 mm and 5 mm
GPS Geodetic Constraints, Geophys. Jour. Int., accepted for
for FEMc loaded with sA and sB respectively.. The compublication, 2001.
parisonsthus far representthe sensitivity to heterogeneous
Masterlark, T.L., Regional Fault Mechanics Following the 1992
material properties.
Landers Earthquake, Ph.D. Thesis, 83 pp., University of
The two homogeneousFEMs and their dislocationdistriWisconsin-Madison, Madison, Wisconsin, 2000.
butions are used to estimate sensitivity to poroelastic effects. Melbourne, T., I. Carmichael, C. DeMets, K. Hudnut, O.
Sanchez, J. Stock, G. Suarez, and F. Webb, The Geodetic
The prediction difference between the initially undrained

HEHS (FEMB), loadedwith s• versussA, approximates
the error introduced by using a dislocation distribution, determined for a drained condition assumption, in a model
that includes an undrained condition assumption. In this
case,the maximum differencesin the postseismichorizontal
and vertical displacements are 18 mm and 13 mm respectively. The horizontal differencesexceed the uncertainties
in the GPS displacements. The dislocation distributions derived

from

HEHS

models

that

assume drained

conditions

should thus not be used to drive models of postseismicporo-

elasticdeformation[Peltzeret al., 1998;Masterlark,2000].
Conclusions
HEHS assumptions are unnecessary,except for simple
first-order approximations, becauseFEM-generated Green's
functions allow for realistic heterogeneousmaterial property
distributions, complicated boundary condition and loading
specifications,and contact surfaceinteractions. For the 1995
Colima-Jalisco M,,=8.0 earthquake, the errors introduced in
both coseismicand postseismicdeformation predictions by
including HEHS assumptionsexceedby an order of magnitude the estimated uncertainties in the GPS displacements.
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